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We show that if M c [Wk belongs to a general class of smooth manifolds then, for 
almost all x E M, Dirichlet’s theorem on Diophantine approximation cannot be 
infinitely improved. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Dirichlet’s theorem on simultaneous approximation and its dual result 
for linear forms say that for a given point x = (x,, . . . . X~)E I@, and for 
PL= 1, 
(i) for each positive integer N the inequalities 
II9XjlI <d-‘, l<j<k, 0-c 141 dNk (1) 
(where Jlt II = mini It - nl : n E E } ) have an integer solution q; 
(ii) for each positive integer N the inequalities 
llq~xll <PNPk, O<lql<. 
(where (Xl =maX((Xl 1, . . . . Ixkl}) have a solution q in Zk. 
This is no longer true when 0 < p < 1. It follows from the results of 
Davenport and Schmidt in [4] that for almost all points in E@ (i.e., except 
for a set of Lebesgue measure zero) neither form of Dirichlet’s theorem can 
be improved so as to hold for such p. For almost every point x and for 
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0 <p c 1, there are infinitely many positive integers N such that (1) has no 
solution, and similarly for (2). 
If the points x in the inequalities (1) and (2) are constrained to lie on a 
submanifold MC= lRk with dimension m < k then the above results tell us 
nothing since M has measure zero. However, Davenport and Schmidt [3] 
have also obtained a weaker form of (ii) for the parabola ((t, t2): t E IR} by 
showing that if 0 <p < 5, then for almost all points t E R (or, equivalently, 
almost all points on the parabola, with respect to the induced measure) 
there are infinitely many positive integers N such that the inequalities 
h*xll= l141t+92t211 <PN-2Y O< 141 <N, 
have no solutions q in Z 2. As is pointed out in [3, p. 1171, this result 
together with standard transference principles implies that a similar result 
holds for simultaneous approximation, possibly with a different upper limit 
on the range of ~1. Again using Davenport and Schmidt’s terminology this 
shows that for almost all points on the parabola Dirichlet’s theorem cannot 
be infinitely improved. R. C. Baker [l] extended this result to C3 planar 
curves I’ having non-zero curvature almost everywhere (with the upper 
limit for ,U reduced to a small number depending on the curvature of I). 
In this paper we show that a similar result holds for a general class of 
manifolds M c [W“, k 2 3, satisfying certain non-zero curvature conditions. 
These conditions require the dimension of M to be at least 2, so our results 
do not include the above results for curves. 
Suppose that M is a C3 manifold of dimension m and codimension n 
embedded in I@, where m + n = k. For any point x E M, T,M’ will denote 
the normal space of M at x, and for any y E T,M’ let K’(x, y), i = 1, . . . . m, 
denote the principal curvatures of A4 at x with respect to y (further details 
are given in [S, 7)). We say that the manifold A4 has two-dimensional 
definite curvature at a point x EM if, for any y E T,M’, at least two of the 
principal curvatures rci(x, y) are non-zero and have the same sign. This 
condition imposes some restrictions on m and n. In particular, it is 
necessary that m 2 2; further restrictions on the relative sizes of m and n 
can be deduced as in [S, Sect. 2) where a similar condition is discussed. 
The geometrical significance of two-dimensional definite curvature is 
treated briefly in [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A4 be a C3 manifold which has two-dimensional dejnite 
curvature almost everywhere. Then, for almost all x E M, 
(i) if 0<t.t<2-kk-‘k +I) then there are injmitely many positive 
integers N for which the inequalities (1) have-no solution q E Z; 
(ii) ifOc~c2-~ th en th ere are infinitely many positive integers N for 
which the inequalities (2) have no solution q E Zk. 
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Proof. The result (i) follows from (ii) using a standard transference 
theorem (see Theorem II, p. 77 of [2]), so it suffices to prove (ii). We begin 
by simpliliying the situation somewhat. First, we note that it is sufficient to 
prove the theorem locally on M; i.e., if we cover A4 with a countable collec- 
tion of sufficiently small submanifolds of M and prove the result for each 
of these submanifolds then the global result follows immediately. Since the 
set F of points on A4 at which the curvature condition fails to hold has 
measure zero in M, this set may be neglected in the proof of the theorem. 
The set M- F is a relatively open subset of A4 and, by looking at a 
sufficiently small portion of M- F and relabelling the axes, if necessary, we 
may suppose, without loss of generality, that the curvature condition holds 
everywhere on A4 and that A4 can be expressed in the form 
M= {XE (Wrnf? x = S(u), u E 0) = 5(Q), 
where 52 is an open subset of R” and the parametrisation function 
5: .+Rm+n is C3 and has the form 
S(u) = (4 3 ...> urn, 4,(u), ...Y &l(u)) = (u, Mu)), UESZ. 
Let E, denote the set of points u E D for which the inequalities 
llq . Uull < PN -k, 0-c lql GN, 
have solutions qe Zk for all sufficiently large N. Since 5 maps sets of 
measure zero in Q onto sets of measure zero in M it, is sufficient to prove 
that (E, I = 0 (where, for any measurable set X, 1x1 denotes the Lebesgue 
measure of X). To do this we will show that the density of the set E, is less 
than 1 everywhere in 52. In fact, given any w  E 52 we will show that 
IE, n Ww, &)I < Zkp IBF(w, &)I (3) 
for all sufficiently small E>O (where BT(w, p)= {UE R”: lu-wj,<p} and 
(w(~ = (w . w)l’* for any w  E iRm). This will prove the result since 2kp < 1. 
Now, letting 
we have 
B(q; PN-~)= (~~52: llq.S(u)ll <PN-~}, 
E,n@(w,e)= c fi u B(q;pN-k)nBy(w,s), 
/=l N=I qaQr 
where QN = {q E Zk: 0 < (q[ <N). Thus, for each E, 
IE, n BY(w, &)I < ; l$nriEf AN(w, E), (4) 
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where 
AN(wT E)= C lets; pNek) n BT(w, &)I 
qeQN 
(the factor $ in (4) arises from the fact that for any vector q&Fk, 
B(q, PN -k) = B( -q, PN -“I). 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 in [6] that for’all sufficiently small E and all 
non-zero q E E k, 
lB(s; Odk) n BT(w, &)I 
~2~~-kIB~(w,~)(+c,~N-kIq(-1(1+klogN+Ilog~() 
where the constant c, > 0 may depend on w, but not on q, N, or E. Thus, 
A&, EK~PN-~ lB~(w, &)I 1 1 
+c,pNP(l +klogN+ (logpI) c )q(-’ 
‘IPQN 
<2k+‘p IBT(w, &)I +c,pN-‘(1 +klogN+ llogpl), . 
and hence (3) follows from (4), which completes the proof. 
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